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1 Claim. 

This invention relates to a novel and improved 
form of package, the novel features of which 
will be best understood from the following de 
scription and the annexed drawing, in which I 

Cellophane. This wrapping may be folded over 
the support and article to form a seam 8, and 

(Cl. 206—78) 
then the ends may be folded over the opposite 
ends of the support, as indicated. If desired, 
as is usual, a suitable adhesive may be used to 
hold the wrapping at the various seams and 

have shown a selected embodiment of the inven- 5 folds. 
tion and in which: On the support is printed data 9 descriptive 

Fig. l is a face View of the selected embodi- of the article and the upper end of the support 
ment of the invention; is in the form of a tab H! on which is similar 

Fig- 2 is a back View of the some embodiment; identifying or descriptive data. This tab is 
Fig. 3 is a view of the tab appearing in Figs. 10 connected to the rest of the support along a 

1 and 2 but showing it detached from the rest weakened line H formed as a series of perfora 
of the package. ' tions or other weakening means. There is a 
The package shown herein is one which is similar weakened line in the wrapping, in regis 

Partieulerly adapted for use in selling separable ter with the weakened line of the support. The 
slide fasteners and will be described in connec- 15 tab may be provided with a hole I2 for ?ling 
tion therewith. In selling articles of this type purposes, 
it is common to secure them to a ?at paper sup- In operation, when the article is sold, the sales 
port, on which support is printed data desorip- person will tear off the tab In, which may be 
tive of the article itself. Then the support and done without removing the transparent wrap 
article are wrapped in Cellophane or other 20 ping, because the wrapping itself is weakened 
transparent Sheet materlal to enclose both Sup- along a line corresponding and adjacent to the 
port and article and prevent the article from line separating the tab from the body of the 
being soiled or injured by handling‘, While at the support. Until the sale is made,‘ the package 
same time it is displayed for sale. may be displayed in the usual way. After sale, 
When the article 18 Sold, Of Course, the entire 25 there is retained the tab which forms a record 

package. including the article and its support of the sale and re-orders may be made of the 
and Wrapping, is sold as one unit and it has be- articles sold so as to keep on hand an ample 
come a serious problem in retail stores to regu- supply of the artie1es, 
late the stock of articles of this kind because it It W111 be Seen that the desired record may 
has been dilncult to keep records of the quantity 30 thus be kept Very easily and Without the neces 
of articles sold. That 15 to say, customers W111 Sm, of having to undo the Wrapping to remove 
buy articles of this character from the ‘counter any part of a package Within the Wrapping AS 
and no'rxefzord 12f tahe ipeii?g’ ?nd tof zrtlfcle sold a matter of fact the tab‘ may be ?led on a spike 
1s .kelgt’ malt glfsut t all) de S12: (1% f9’ Per- 35 or hook passing through the hole l2, without 
tam ypel 01. a1 (116 e army 8 ep e e me 2’ removing the part of the wrapping on the tab. 
“BX 81151537 1st “mere, ' 6 ton I hove devised a At the same time the portion of the package 

coo‘ mg 0 y.mv n 1, ’ a‘ . retained by the customer is well covered with 
form of package which over comes the above di?i- . . . . . the wrapping when received by the customer, 
culties. This package comprises the usual sup- . . . . . 40 thus retaining all the advantages of the wrap 
port I, which 15 of paper as is usual. By use of . n it is rem ved b the customer for use 
the word “paper,” of course, I intend to refer péntghun It. 1 0 y 
to the usual support and do not use the word 0 6 ,a‘r _10 e‘ 

r in a limiting sense. This support is shown as I clalm- _ _ 
having a slot 2 within which is received one package comprlslng a Hat paper support, an 

end of a slide fastener 3, where it is secured as 45 aéglaglgmge?cilj?gpjfgxé'eghezz rsrf'allgeriglpggfliosa 
by a staple it. The other end of the fas ener . _ _ _ - 

“with a tidbit?“ tat.“ tlfaf?i?gs‘tttirtbitf‘g aiiéiifaiaid ititmioitd 
cured as by olding over e 0 cm 0 e sup- ' 
port, as indicated at 6_ sponding and adjacent lines extending across the 
The above way of securing the fastener or 50 support adjacent one end thereof, seld Week 

other article to the support is merely illustra- ened lines forming a tab at that end of the sup 
tive. port, and data on said tab descriptive of said 

Surrounding the support and article is a article, whereby said tab may be readily de 
wrapping ‘l of transparent material, such as tached from said support and retained as a 

55 record of the sale of said article. 
WILLIAM H. TAYLOR. 


